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Adoption of Virtualization 
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What % of your workloads 
have you virtualized?

Do you have
a “virtualization first” 
strategy?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applications are what drives the business, it’s what the business understands, talks about, cares about. IT infrastructure exists to enable those applications to the business. A decade ago, in 2005, only 2% of applications were virtualized, the majority still running on bare metal servers.  Today, 71% of applications are running inside virtual machines (according to Gartner).  That is a monumental change in a short period of time.  One driver is that organizations have now adopted a “virtualization first policy”.Today most organizations on this call can look at their own data center operations and see that the majority of apps & services are running inside virtual machines, not inside physical servers anymore.  Therefore today the “VM" is the unit of management the IT infrastructures need to fully understand and manage – means each of the components of your IT infrastructure needs to fully understand virtual machines.  Today your hypervisor and network layer certainly do BUT your storage layer doesn’t, it speaks LUNs or Volumes.



Virtualization Absorbs Cloud

VMwareVirtualization
Support existing 
apps without 
modification

Cloud

Mostly focused 
on new apps

“We believe we have the 
unique power to be the 
‘and’ across these divides.”

Pat Gelsinger VMworld 2014
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Absorbs? What do I mean?VMware has taken technology of cloud: automation, orchestration, abstraction, self service and applied to data center. Dynamic Ops, Nicira, New apps.SDDC takes a lot of the cloud techniques. Radical Evolution. Docker and OpenStack + apps + vCloud AirToday lots of real: Existing apps and New Apps.Customers want the benefits of the cloud + existing applications.



Other Stacks

Microsoft

OpenStack
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But it’s not just VMware. There are 2 other  major stacks. Microsoft and OpenStack. Both of stacks have similar networking, storage and orchestration technologies that allow the deliver of cloud benefits in a customer or service provider environment. All of these environments: VMware, Microsoft and OpenStack assume virtualization. It’s only by providing storage that’s built for virtualization that you can achieve all of the cloud benefits of scale, automation and self-service.



Enabling Your Vision
1

Physical

Infra VMs APPs

2

Virtualized

Infra VMs APPs

1,000s to 10,000s of VMs
VDI & Server Virtualization

1 to 100s of physical machines

3

Hybrid Cloud

Infra VMs APPs

100,000s to 1,000,000s of VMs
Dev / Test and Private Cloud

PublicPrivate
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Assumption: you want to go to left to right. You’re at varying stages of deployment. You may be 70% virtualized and 5% private/hybrid cloud. In 3 years time, you may 60% virtualization and 25% private/hybrid.Our claim: you can’t get to 3 with the technologies designed for 1.  Virtualization pre-req for 3. VM-aware storage pre-req  for 3.



VM-aware Storage

SAP Microsoft
Exchange

PHYSICAL DATA CENTER VIRTUALIZED DATA CENTERVIRTUALIZED DATA CENTER
With traditional storage With VM-aware storage
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We started Tintri in back in 2008 to focus on storage for virtualized environments. We delivered our first products back in 2011 and we introduced the concept of VM-aware storage. Let’s look at the problems virtualization created for storage and how VM-aware storage addresses them.In the left hand panel, you can see what the data center looked like before virtualization. We had a very easy boundary we could use to guarantee performance: the physical server. Before 2001, every server contained its own processors, memory, and had its own storage dedicated to it as well. For example an SAP or MSFT Exchange would have a dedicated LUN or volume. The storage array was optimized for the I/O on these LUNS /volumes that were dedicated to a single application. The resources were all given to an OS, which provided a place for an application to reside. If an application needed more RAM, you added RAM to the server. If the application needed more CPUs, you moved it to a bigger server. If you needed more storage you added more storage.  You never had to worry about another application impacting your performance.  Now look at what happens with virtualization shown in the middle panel. The number of servers is significantly reduced, but now LUNs/volumes need to be shared by VMs. There are typically tens or hundreds of VMs sharing a LUN/volume. This created a problem called the I/O blender, in which I/O from different VMs is blended together. This is bad for performance and also makes is nearly impossible to see details about each application, for example, how much  I/O is associated with a specific VM? How many GB’s does that application use, or what is the growth rate of that workload? What we do at Tintri is to restore the simple relationship between the application and the storage that is being used by the application. Look at the right panel. The storage is now VM-aware, and there are two core tenets separate this new architecture from conventional storage systems: Tintri’s File system that delivers Virtual Machine Level data Management, Virtual Machine Level Quality of service (QoS). These two core tenets work hand-in-hand to offer customers two things they need to be able to do with their shared storage platform:Provision capacity and performance incrementally, at a per-VM granularly, completely independent of one another, and most importantly fully automated, no user intervention needed;Guarantee, at a per VM granular level, that every application will get the performance it needs. Always. Regardless of what else is happening on the array.The second goal is to make sure that once customers have this outrageously simple large pool of low latency, high-performance IO, they can consolidate as many workloads onto it as possible without increasing the risk of contention between those applications. This is where an integrated QoS feature comes in.In addition, all data management and metrics are defined at VM level. For example, you can replicate or snapshot individual VMs or groups of VMs. These can be VMware, Hyper-V< OpenStack, Red Hat, and XenServer VMs. 



It’s a Very Noisy Market
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Presentation Notes
You are surrounded by all these companies touting the same things; everyone is faster, flashier, easier to use, hyper-converged, super-converged… Tintri is fundamentally different from any other storage vendor in the market, we’ll show you how this architecture dramatically simplifies deployment and management of data center infrastructures supporting virtual workloads.



Simplify the Process  = Tintri Smart Storage Appliance
Tintri VM-Aware Storage (VAS) 
Appliances (“VMstore”) storage 
are explicitly designed to deliver   

“Virtual Machine Level” Data 
Management!

No LUNs, No Volumes,                     
No Complex Storage Management 

10 minute install

Tintri VMstore delivers superior 
performance, visibility, scalability, 

simplicity than you’ve yet to 
experience inside your datacenter
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Tintri VAS Appliances dynamically allocates storage resources, on the fly based on the needs of each individual virtual machine, vs. old guard storage systems that place multiple VMs inside a LUN or Vol, where any single VM can hog the available resources available inside that LUN, reducing performance to other VMs also residing inside that same LUN. This can happen because there is no performance isolation between virtual workloads running within the LUN or Volume. I really cannot overstate the simplicity that Tintri VM aware storage (VAS) delivers into the infrastructure - In just 10 minutes you’ll deliver higher performance that is predictable and consistent. You’ll see exact performance detail on each VM, far better than you’ve yet to experience, and far quicker than it would take to have a LUN created and presented on traditional storage system.Tintri VAS is fundamentally different from any other storage vendor in the market, we’ll show you how this architecture dramatically simplifies deployment and management of data center infrastructures supporting virtual workloads.



Tintri VM-Aware Storage Differentiation

VM-is unit of management / not LUNs or Volumes

VM-Level Quality of Service & Performance Isolation

VM-Level Analytics/Visualization; Host, Network, Storage 

VM-Level Automation with PowerShell and REST

Multi-Hypervisor (vSphere, Hyper-V, RHEV, OpenStack)

Table Stakes: Flash Performance / Thin Provisioning / Dedupe / Compression
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Solid State Disks (Flash), Dedupe, Thin Provisioning, Compression are commodity table stakes today, meaning nearly every storage vendor in the market can deliver these to their customers, yes, including Tintri. Those alone are not Tintri’s “key differentiators”. What makes Tintri incredible compelling to our customers and what differentiates us from all other storage solutions are these areas that I will highlight; VM-level Data Management – monitor the latency of individual VMs. Replicate and clone individual VMs. Never touch a bulky, archaic LUN or volume again.VM-level QoS – every single VM gets its own ‘lane’. That performance isolation guarantees no noisy neighbors. It offers you completely predictable (and measureable) performance for every VM. VM density – a single rack of T5080 offers up to 1.4PB of capacity, 4M IOPS and 100,000 VMs; an unmatched footprintAutomation – Tintri Global Center is your single pane of glass to monitor and manage 32 VMstores. That is awesome control over policies and practices across your storage footprintMulti-hypervisor – Conventional storage generally forces you to use separate storage devices for separate workloads and hypervisors. Tintri lets you manage multiple workloads across multiple hypervisors from a single storage system – since all we care about (is what you care about)… VMs. 



Tintri VM-aware Storage Portfolio
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VMware Integration:

• vSphere web plugin
• VAAI
• VCAI
• vROps pack
• VIO support
• PowerCLI
• VMware SRM
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Portfolio: Hybrid and All Flash arraysManagement, Replication, Encryption, SyncVMVMware integration



Appliance – Designed to Perform Specific Task
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Tintri

Toaster
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Think of it this way – Nothing in your kitchen can make toast easier, more effeciently than your toaster. You plug in your toaster, select how light or dark you want your toast, push a button.You could make toast in your conventional oven, but you have to watch it, monitor its progress, if you want both sides toasted you have to flip it (be careful not to burn yourself!)Similarly Tintri makes managing your VMs easier, more efficient that any other storage system inside the data center. Plug it in, 10mins later your managing production VM’s.You can continue to use converntional storage but its fundamentally impossible to deliver virtual machine level data management with those systems, they can only deliver LUN or Volume level data management which means like making toast in a conventional oven, you have to watch it, monitor its progress. Even more challenging to monitor progress when there is no “oven light” that lets you easily see what is actually happening to those VMs.  



Tintri VMstore Series – Performance, Density, Scale!

Model T5080 T5060

Type All Flash All Flash

VMs (max) 5,000 2,500

vDISKS (max) 15,000 7,500

Raw Capacity 23 TB 11.5 TB

Effective Capacity Up to 73 TB Up to 36 TB

IOPS 200K 120K

Connectivity (12) 10GbE (8) 10GbE

Dimensions 2U 2U

T880 T850 T820

Hybrid Flash Hybrid Flash Hybrid Flash

3,500 2,000 750

10,500 6,000 2,250

78 TB 52 TB 20 TB

Up to 100TB Up to 66 TB Up to 23 TB

106K 75K 30K

(4) 10GbE + (8) 1GbE (4) 10GbE + (8) 1GbE (4) 10GbE + (8) 1GbE

4U 4U 4U





FINANCIAL SERVICES

HEALTHCARE

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA

TECHNOLOGY

EDUCATION

PUBLIC SECTOR
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Who uses Tintri “VM-aware” Storage Appliances Today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tintri has customers across 39 countries. Here are a few that have already chosen VM Aware Storage for their data centers. That includes 6 of the Fortune 15, and some of these well known brands. Organizations like Toyota, the BBC, Cisco, the Department of Defense and NASA shopped around for storage, and have elected to move their VMs onto Tintri. Our customers have a 3x repurchase rate in the 18 months after they purchase their first unit because we deliver immediate impact. And we deliver an exceptional customer experience, as evidenced by our 94 point Net Promoter Score. Our customers are fanatical about Tintri.



Taneja Group Validation
Based on Interviews with Tintri Customers

Observed mixed R/W Performance per 
VMstore

6x better than HDD systems

Capacity
Advantage

10x more than traditional storage

Routine Management Time and Effort at 
Scale (8,000 VMs)

52x advantage

Estimated annual management time and 
effort impact

60x reduction
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For example, the Taneja Group interviewed more than a dozen Tintri customers and on AVERAGE (vs. conventional storage), those customers realized:6x faster performance10x greater density52x less routine management60x less annual management effortAgain, I want to highlight that these are not incremental gains – we’re not squeezing more out of data center, we’re amplifying your efforts and consistently transforming results.



Fundamental Principles
SIMPLICITY CHOICE SCALE
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Fundamental principles:Simplicity, Choice and Scale.Everyone says Simple.  See real simplicity.



Abstraction hides complexity 
SIMPLICITY Cocoa Touch

Media

Core Services

Core OS

UIKit

Core Graphics

Open GL ES

Core Animation

Core Data

Foundation

Core Tintri objects: VM and VMstore
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How to achieve Simplicity: Abstraction. Hiding of Complexity by concealing unnecessary detail.Look at the picture on the right. Most of you  don’t know want it is. It’s the abstraction in Apple IOS. Layers of abstraction to create seamlessness.Easy for the user, Easy for the developer to write apps, Easy to deal with new hardware or capabilities. Easy to maintain reliability.Abstraction: Core. Operating System. RDBMS, Hypervisor.Core abstraction is VM-aware file system .Abstraction enables very sophisticated functionality.



Right Abstraction Provides Choice

Applications
Existing + Cloud 
Native

Hypervisor /
Cloud OS
VMware + OpenStack 
+ Hyper-V  + RHEV

Storage Platform
Hybrid + All-Flash

Form Factor
Standalone + 
Converged

CHOICE
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Composable units.Existing and Cloud Native, Hybrid and All Flash, Hypervisor, form factor.



Tintri Vision

Cloud and 
Management

• Scale: 
• 100 to 1,000,000  VMs

• Global Visibility and 
Analytics

• Automation and Self 
Service

• VM Scale-out

• Storage Platform 
• Hybrid and AFA
• Converged and Modular
• Isolation and Quality of 

Service

• Data Management
• VM DR/Data Protection
• SyncVM

Storage
SCALE

Presenter
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Abstraction enables innovation on both sides. Better storage and cloud/management. We can view our vision through the lens of cloud and management  and the lens of storage. It’s about global management, global visibility, VM scale outmultiple hypervisors and global analytics which I’ll talk about later.1.5



• VM Scale-out

• VM Analytics

• Deep Hypervisor Integration

The Remainder of this Talk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Stuff



VM Scale Out
VMstore Pool

Intelligent AutomatedVersatile

• Loosely coupled 
scaling

• Hybrid & AFA 
support

• Hypervisor 
agnostic

• Based on deep VM 
workload analysis

• Optimized 
distribution across 
hardware platforms / 
capabilities

• Scheduled 
redistribution,
fully-automated

• Policy 
stickiness
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Scale: Conventional Scaling designed for much smaller systemTintri VM scale-out up to 1M VMs and multiple sites.Heterogeneous components. Operate in presence of failures.



VM Scale-Out

• Automated load 
balancing

• Retain snapshots, policies 
and stats during migration

• Multi-hypervisor within
the same pool

• Dynamic addition of
all-flash or hybrid

HEALTH:
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PERFORMANCE:

CAPACITY:
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Federation model that works in the presence of partitions (significant for multi-data center operation)Scale to N nodes



Make it EASY to globally manage: All of your VMs – 1 pane of glass

• 32 VMStores
• 112,000 Virtual Machines
• Single pane of glass

Global Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Per-VM Analytics on Storage, Host, Network

May 6, 2016
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Presentation Notes
VM-Aware means you can see from single pain of glass ANY latency impacting your applications (VMs) and whether it’s a host, network, or storage issue REAL TIME!



Takes “Guess Work” out of Identifying Root Cause of VM Latency

Presenter
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Tintri provides deep analytics on each VM, across host, netowrk and storage, this includes the power to identify which part of the infrastructure is causing the latency for the VM. In this example we see in the top graph that VM we have highlighted is having performance issues at the Host level (real time view). Tintri further delivers operations teams the ability to drill inside the physical host (where the problem VM lives) and identify the exact source of any latency for that VM, in this case latency is being caused by swap-wait, therefore we know we have a memory utilization issue.No need to gather log files, no finger pointing, no guessing, no need to call your infrastructure component vendors to ask them for help identifying issues – Tintri VMstore delivers real time deep analytics view on each VM across host, network and storage.



Guided Recommendation. Manual Execution

26
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2 modes: Automation and guided execution.Examples: Running out of space. Not meeting QoS.Analysis, Action, Outcome



Tintri Analytics
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PERFORMANCE:

CAPACITY:

Application 
Visibility

Application Aware
• Applications and VMs
• Capacity Planning based on Application Profile

Scale
• Insight across all apps and data centers
• 3 years of data
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Analytics built on VM-awareness.  Detailed data at VM granularity.Not individual system.  Pool of systems.VMs and sets of VMs. Multiple apps and data centers. 3 years.



VM-Level 
Visibility

Multi-
Hypervisor

Analytics
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CAPACITY:

Application
Visibility
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Flip order 



Application Aware Capacity Planner

29

2. Model your workloads growth 
and additional need 
(ie: 250 VDI + 50 DB VMs + 
20 WebServer VMs)

1. Analyze your historical 
Application and VM profiles

3. Determine additional capacity 
to support planned workload

4. Balance workload leveraging 
VM Scale-out

Presenter
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Historical applications. Look at right hand side. Analyze history and can detect when running out of resources. Not just system.Model new application example. Determine capacityBalance the workload across pool – VM scaleout



Deep Hypervisor Integration
vCenter plugin 2.0 vRealize Operations Manager

Tintri enables ALL teams 
to work and speak 

“VM”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tintri is tightly integrated into the VMware ecosystem is obviously super-important. Plugin’s for vCenter, vCOPS, vROPS.  Deep VMware integration.



Federated Global Management



Thank you!

Q & A
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